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ABSTRACT

A system and procedure is described for the remote firing of a 50 calibre weapon for firing projectiles into explosive samples only 2m away. The system can be used for laboratory or field firings and its major features are:

(i) an electrically actuated solenoid firing mechanism and
(ii) a linear actuator line-of-fire interrupter plate.

Field testing has demonstrated that the apparatus is safe and reliable. A set of firing and operating instructions have been successfully implemented and are included as an Appendix.
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1. Introduction

When working with energetic materials such as explosives where the degree of response to an applied stimulus can be quite catastrophic there often arises the situation where a fail-safe remotely operated firing system is required. Aeronautical and Maritime Research Laboratory (AMRL) is currently investigating the effects of projectile impact on energetic materials. The program [1] required the development of a remotely operated system to fire a projectile at the high explosive (HE) sample.

The major component of the weapon system used for the tests was the universal receiver. This component has the advantage of being able to accommodate ballistic test barrels of all calibres up to and including the 0.50 calibre system selected for the main part of the program. The high velocity projectile used in the majority of the tests was a short flat-ended right cylinder which is ballistically unstable and yet was required to make normal impact with the test explosive target at a designated position. This was achieved by placing the charge 2m from the muzzle of the weapon and providing suitably sturdy blast and fragment baffling for the weapon platform. Even so, detonation of the explosive charge would expose personnel in the vicinity of the weapon to extremely high overpressure (e.g. an explosive charge of ½ kg could produce peak pressures greater than 120 kPa at the normal firing position). Furthermore, covered and confined explosive targets would produce high velocity lethal fragments over a large area. In order to protect the personnel conducting the experiments and allow on site examination of the components in the event of a misfire, a remotely operated firing system and a means of isolating the projectile from the target was required.

This report describes a system for the safe and remote operation of the weapon which can be readily adaptable to other small arms weapons. The system has been trialled in both field and laboratory environments and to this end a sample set of firing instructions is included as an appendix.

2. General Description of Set-up and System

The firing set-up consists of the weapon and two separate electrically operated systems, linked to each other so that they can be remotely controlled at a firing control panel (FCP) from a designated safe distance. Essentially these two systems are:-

(i) an electrically actuated solenoid for the firing mechanism, and

(ii) a linear actuator to block the line-of-fire of the projectile to the target with an interrupter plate
Blast protection for the weapon and firing system components was provided in the laboratory tests by the firing chamber walls and in the field trials by the strategic placement of large concrete blocks (Pendine blocks). Alignment of the barrel, projectile velocity measuring screens and the target was accomplished by fitting a small laser into a 0.50 calibre cartridge which was subsequently placed into the breech. The laser beam allowed accurate positioning of all components.

3. Safety Features

In previous experiments on percussion type explosive devices basic safety features such as manually operated lanyards for safety pin removal and drop weight triggerpulls were sufficient to ensure operator safety. In the projectile impact experiments, with the weapon system only 2 m from a large high explosive (HE) charge, this type of firing system could not be used. In the event of a misfire or drop-weight hang-up a hazardous situation would result with the weapon being in the cocked position and the projectile being in direct line of flight with the target HE. Using simple lanyards in this situation would require the unacceptable practice of manually reinserting the safety pin.

The system being reported overcomes these problems by both not allowing the projectile access to the target until the Firing Officer (FO) is ready to fire and isolating the target from the projectile in the event of a misfire. To accomplish this the system contains several safety features. The first of these is common to most experimental firings of electrically operated explosive devices; the use of a single Safety-Key without which the firing control panel can not be activated. This key is kept in the possession of the FO and is not inserted into the firing control panel until all trials personnel are safely under cover back at the firing point. The second feature is an electrically operated interrupter plate that can be placed in and removed from the line-of-fire between the projectile and HE target as required. The third is an electrically actuated solenoid, which fires the weapon, that is electronically linked to the interrupter plate so it cannot be actuated unless the interrupter plate is fully withdrawn. The fourth feature is the structuring of the blast and fragmentation shielding to protect both the weapon system, and its operators. As part of standard firing procedure the act of physically removing a safety pin (that will not permit the weapon to function) just prior to firing has long been considered good safety practice and is the final safety feature in the firing process.

A set of firing and operating instructions have been successfully implemented and have been included in the Appendix.
4. Component Description and Function

4.1 Solenoid Firing System

Figure 1 shows a cut-away drawing of the solenoid release mechanism with the manually operated safety pin in place through the release block. The cable from the drop-weight and release block is attached to the trigger of the universal receiver by a sturdy shackle. The major components are listed numerically in Table 1.

The pulling force required for the trigger mechanism was measured at 14 kg using a load-spring. A weight (5 kg) was selected such that after falling through a designated minimum distance (31 cm) it would have sufficient energy to overcome the trigger resistance and yet, if for some reason it had not cocked and released the trigger, after dropping would no longer have the potential energy to pull the trigger. With the weapon secured in its mount (see Figures 2, 3 and 4) the trigger is attached to the release block (#1 Figure 1) which is in turn coupled to the drop-weight (#2 Figure 1) by a 3 mm diameter steel cable (#4 Figure 1). The release block is held in position in a guide tube (#3 Figure 1) by a modified 12V car starter-motor solenoid actuator pin (#7 Figure 1). As a safety measure a manually operated lanyard (#10 Figure 1) attaches to the safety locking pin (#6 Figure 1). When pulled the safety pin impacts the pin restraint, emitting a noise audible at the firing point and the red flag drops to the ground (with the pin) when the lanyard is released.

The switching arrangement for the solenoid contains a Safety Key which is retained by the FO when performing the arming operations. Removal of the Safety Key from the firing control panel (see Figure 5) which is located under cover at the remote firing point location electrically isolates the solenoid energising circuit. When the arming procedure is completed and all personnel are under cover at the required safety distance (for our tests the safety distance was set at a minimum of 50 m for the field trials) the safety locking pin is manually removed using the lanyard and the Safety Key is inserted into the firing control panel and turned to the armed position. The solenoid is then electrically actuated by pushing the firing button which withdraws the solenoid pin from the release block allowing it and the weight to fall.

A 240V to 14V transformer was installed at the firing rig to overcome power loss, over lengthy cables, from the high current drain of the solenoid. This powers all the electronics at both locations.

4.2 Line-of-Fire Interrupter

The line-of-fire interrupter was incorporated into the system in order to take account of the following situations. Firstly, if a premature initiation of the weapon occurred while the weapon was being loaded the blast and/or high velocity fragments could prove
hazardous to the operator and secondly, manual inspection of the system would be required if a misfire of the weapon occurred.

The steel interrupter plate, coupled to a 12V linear actuator (model D.A.B.L.12-100), blocks the line-of-fire of the projectile to the high explosive target. When the FO is ready to fire, the actuator is remotely activated, from the firing point, to pull the interrupter plate clear. A red strobe light attached to the actuator and a red light on the firing control panel, labelled "BARRIER OPENING", flashes indicating that the barrier is being opened and warns of danger. The completion of withdrawal of the plate is signalled by a red light on the firing control panel, labelled "BARRIER FULLY OPEN". At any stage in the operation the "CLOSE BARRIER" button may be pressed (green light flashes) and the opening procedure will be cancelled and the barrier returned to the closed position. Likewise, during the closing procedure, the "OPEN BARRIER" button may be operated if required.

The gun can only be fired when, after removal of the safety pin, the following conditions are met:-

(i) the "BARRIER FULLY OPEN" light is on
(ii) the SAFETY KEY has been inserted into the firing control panel and turned to the armed position and
(iii) the 'FIRE' button is pressed.

Directly after the FIRE button has been pressed the "CLOSE BARRIER" light begins to flash and the linear actuator returns the interrupter plate to the closed position.

A circuit and wiring diagram for the linear actuator and its remote firing box connections are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9.

4.3 Blast Deflection

Firings were conducted both in the AMRL 2.25 kg firing chamber (see Figure 10) and at the Proof and Experimental Establishment, Graytown [P&EE(G)] Victoria. To protect the test assembly the target was placed on one side of a concrete block wall and the projectile was fired from the opposite side through an aperture, with the muzzle a minimum of 50 mm into the wall. When utilising the firing chambers this was accomplished by firing through one of the flash x-ray portholes from the instrumentation room. For blast and fragment protection at the field trial site a protective wall was constructed from large concrete (pendine) blocks, of dimensions $1.83 \times 0.61 \times 0.61$ m ($6' \times 2' \times 2'$). Figure 11 shows a schematic of the set-up with the rectangular 100 x 600 mm steel tubing separator shown in position between the pendine blocks. Figure 12 shows the provision for the line-of-fire interrupter to be pushed down the steel tubing to separate the target from the path of the projectile. To stop the two sections of steel separator tubing from being pushed rearward and to the
left and right by the blast from the detonating target spacer plates were bolted to the separator frame at the front and rear joining the sections together (See Figure 12). Figure 13 shows the 50 Cal barrel in position with muzzle protruding approximately 10 cm inside a steel tubing aperture. Figures 2 and 3 show the field trial assembly with a further 4 pendine blocks positioned to shield the interrupter plate mechanism from the blast.

4.4 Barrel Alignment

To align the projectile path from the breech to the required impact point on the target a LP-2000 pen laser, class 3A, was modified to fit inside the cartridge case of a 50 calibre bullet. The beam of light was used to position the target and the velocity screen. The laser diode device is shown in Figure 14.

5. Lessons from Field Trials

5.1 Solenoid

In the initial field trials it was found that after 20 firings a liberal coating of fine dust caused the solenoid to malfunction. To overcome this problem on a temporary basis WD40 lubricant was sprayed onto the components before loading each shot. A more effective solution to the problem was the provision of a sturdy clear-plastic weatherproof shroud for both the firing rig and the weapon system fabricated with velco strip panels for ease of access. This can be seen in Figure 15 and has proven to be effective in protecting the equipment during both wet and dry conditions.

5.2 Linear Actuator

The motion of the linear actuator is halted at each extremity by the use of micro-switches. The micro-switches used on the linear actuator are Burgess "V3S" which are specially designed for wet and dusty conditions. Earlier trials proved that less robust switches, not designed for all-weather conditions, were prone to malfunction. Also a rubber sealed cover was manufactured to encase the whole linear actuator assembly. This provided double protection from harsh environments. For ease of access for maintenance purposes the cover was attached with 15 mm wing nuts.
6. Instrument Options

The remotely operated firing system was found to be compatible with instrumentation used in the other tests. Projectile velocity measurements were taken with probes placed in front of the explosive target. Both break-lead [2] and optical fibre [3] techniques were successfully used to measure the velocity of the projectile. Time of arrival probes at the front and rear of the explosive target were used to determine where, inside the target explosive, the detonation reaction commenced.

Laboratory tests in the AMRL 2.25 kg chamber facility (Figure 10) enabled the use of multiple flash radiography (FXR) to study projectile orientation, impact and target response [1]. As an example, Figure 16 shows the 0.50 Cal projectile impacting a Composition B (cast with milled and boiled RDX ) target at a velocity just below the 860 m/s critical velocity for the detonation threshold.

7. Conclusions

A remotely operated small arms firing system has been developed and sucessfully trialed for both field and laboratory use. The system contains effective safety measures and can be augmented by various forms of instrumentation to measure projectile velocities, target responses and impact effects.

The electronic linking of the solenoid and linear actuator systems allow the FO the choice to arm, disarm and fire from a designated safe distance from the ordnance being tested.
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Appendix 1

Proposed Firing Instructions

1. General

1.1 The following firing instructions are issued for personnel involved in arming and firing the 0.50 calibre weapon. These shall be observed together with P&EE(G) range safety requirements. P&EE(G) is responsible for all range safety matters.

1.2 The 0.50 calibre weapon shall be fired using AMRL firing equipment. Arming and firing procedures shall only be undertaken by the Firing Officer.

1.3 The firing equipment has a Safety key which must be inserted into the Firing Control Unit (retained in an undercover position) before it can be energised.

1.4 Prior to arming the weapon the Firing Officer shall have performed firing equipment functioning tests at least once on each day of firing.

2. Steps Before Arming

2.1 The Firing Officer shall be in possession of the Safety Key.

2.2 All AMRL personnel not required for this operation shall then proceed to a safe area designated by the Firing Officer.

2.3 The Firing Officer and approved personnel shall proceed to Ground Zero (GZ).

2.4 The explosive target shall be positioned on sand bags.

2.5 The Scientist-in-Charge shall align the weapon with the Laser alignment device.

2.6 The Firing Officer shall activate the actuator enabling the barrier to block the line of fire of the 0.50 calibre weapon from the explosive target.

2.7 The Firing Officer shall connect the ends of the pull wire cable to the trigger of the 0.50 calibre weapon and the release block.

2.8 The Firing Officer shall attach the drop weight to the release block.
3. **Steps To Arm**

3.1 The Firing Officer shall position the release block and weight in the guide tube and secure it in place with the safety locking pin and solenoid release mechanism.

3.2 The Firing Officer shall insert the 0.50 calibre projectile into the breech and close the universal receptor.

3.3 The Firing Officer shall engage the trigger.

4. **Steps Before Firing**

4.1 The Firing Officer and remaining personnel shall proceed to the firing point.

4.2 The Firing Officer shall remove the safety locking pin by pulling the lanyard.

4.3 The Firing Officer shall confirm with the AMRL (OIC) that all instrumentation is ready.

4.4 The Firing Officer shall push the "OPEN BARRIER" button on the Firing Control Unit to remove the barrier from the line of fire. The "BARRIER FULLY OPEN" light indicates this has been achieved.

4.5 The Firing Officer shall arm the firing circuit by inserting the Safety Key and turning it to the armed position.

5. **Firing**

5.1 With the concurrence of Firing Officer the count-down shall begin after which the Firing Officer shall fire the round by pushing the fire button on the Firing Control Unit.

6. **Steps After Firing**

6.1 The Firing Officer shall remove the Safety Key from the firing unit and keep it in his possession.

6.2 The Firing Officer shall confirm the barrier to block the line of fire of the 0.50 calibre weapon from the explosive target, has returned to the "BARRIER FULLY CLOSED" position.

6.3 The Firing Officer shall proceed to GZ alone.

6.4 The Firing Officer shall disengage the trigger and remove the spent cartridge and ensure that the bore is clear.
6.5 The Firing Officer shall inspect the area and declare it safe.

6.6 The Firing Officer shall give the "ALL CLEAR" for personnel to break cover.

7. Disarming Instructions

7.1 The Firing Officer shall remove the Safety Key and keep it in his possession and disconnect the batteries.

7.2 The Firing Officer shall activate the actuator enabling the barrier to block the line of fire of the 0.50 calibre weapon from the explosive target.

7.3 The Firing Officer and approved personnel shall proceed to GZ.

7.4 The Firing Officer shall disconnect the lanyard from the locking pin and place the pin through the guide tube release block.

7.5 The Firing Officer shall disengage the trigger.

7.6 The Firing Officer shall open the universal receptor and remove the round using approved P&EE(G) procedures.

8. Steps To Be Taken In The Event Of A Misfire

8.1 The Firing Officer in conjunction with approved personnel shall ascertain whether the misfire was due to equipment malfunction or the round failing to fire.

8.2 If the misfire is a round failure, all personnel shall remain undercover for a period as directed by the P&EE(G) Firing Officer. After this period of time has elapsed the 0.50 calibre weapon shall be disarmed in accordance with the Disarming Instructions (section 7).

8.3 In the case of a misfire due to equipment failure, it may be necessary for P&EE(G) Firing Officer to break cover to rectify malfunctions in which case the 0.50 calibre weapon shall firstly be disarmed in accordance with the Disarming Instructions (section 7).
Table 1

1. Release Block
2. 5 Kg Drop-Weight
3. Guide Tube
4. Cable to Trigger and Drop-Weight
5. Wiring to 12V/240V Transformer
6. Safety Pin
7. Solenoid (12V)
8. Red Flag
9. Safety Pin Restraint/Noise Emitter

Figure 1: Drawing of release block/drop-weight in the steel tube, with lanyard safety pin in place (cut-away view).
Figure 2: Test component assembled and ready for firing at field trial site.
Figure 3: Test component assembled and ready for firing at field trial site.
Figure 4: Solenoid drop-weight release mechanism with safety-pin lanyard attached.
Figure 5: Firing Control Panel with safety key inserted.
Figure 6: Circuit block wiring diagram for remote firing rig.
Figure 7: Circuit wiring diagram for firing control box.
Figure 8: Circuit wiring diagram for linear actuator mount.
Figure 9. Circuit wiring diagram for firing box rig.
Figure 10(a): MRL 2.25 kg firing facility with flash x-ray head "a" being used orthogonal to line-of-fire at target in the chamber centre.

Figure 10(b): Firing circuit for synchronising projectile impact with trigger for flash x-ray unit "a".
Figure 11: Schematic of blast and fragment protection provided by pendine block walls and sandbags at field trial site.

Figure 12: Schematic of steel tubing separator, with the linear actuator on the left which positions the steel line-of-fire interruptor plate.
Figure 13: Steel tubing separator in position between pendine blocks at trial site. Interruptor plate (see Fig. 12) is pushed across line-of-projectile flight by the linear actuator, situated under red warning light.
Figure 14: Laser used to align barrel with target.
Figure 15: Weatherproof shrouds for protection from rain and dust at field-trial sites.
Figure 16: High speed flash radiographs of projectile impacting Comp B (milled and boiled RDX) target below the critical velocity for detonation of 860 m/s.
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A remotely operated firing system for small arms weapons

A system and procedure is described for the remote firing of a 50 calibre weapon for firing projectiles into explosive samples only 2m away. The system can be used for laboratory or field firings and its major features are:

(i) an electrically actuated solenoid firing mechanism and
(ii) a linear actuator line-of-fire interrupter plate.

Field testing has demonstrated that the apparatus is safe and reliable. A set of firing and operating instructions have been successfully implemented and are included as an Appendix.